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A B S T R A C T

This contribution reviews the options proposed to reduce and/or act on the temporal profile of energy demand
(flexibility), mainly at the residential level. Automated technology-driven options and/or monetary incentives
towards behaviour shifting from end users are firstly examined. A relevant finding is the existing potential
points of frictions between options aimed to reduce energy demand and those acting on its temporality.

The identified socio-economic drivers of residential energy demand patterns and temporality are discussed
through the application of analytical frameworks for the coupling of energy and social systems, with the overall
aim to gather a thorough understanding of energy demand and its temporality for more aware options for the
control of energy demand and its temporal flexibility. A particular focus is dedicated to the perspective of
social-practice theory for its capability of capturing relations between users and material artefacts, with a
discussion of its theoretical principles and of its application in practical examples. Through examination of the
dialogue between technological and social dimensions of energy demand and its temporality in the literature,
assumption and epistemic uncertainty exploration lead to more aware energy demand options. Despite its
significance, this research avenue remains largely unexplored. We suggest critical areas for development of
this dialogue are: (i) the translation of meaning of demand in relation to concepts of non-negotiable energy
end use effects associated with technology efficacy/efficiency, (ii) issues of new fixities resulting from intended
technological demand flexibility, (iii) addressing issues of determinism in accounts of new technology impacts,
(iv) implementation of demand side management and response technology with respect to social accounts of
demand temporality.
. Introduction

The increasing proportion of highly distributed, renewable energy
ources with intermittent and limited control of energy (electricity)
eneration, have led the call for a more sophisticated account of
he energy demand profiles of end users. In seemingly mature en-
rgy grids, end users are accustomed to have their energy needs ful-
illed as per the performance typically offered by a portfolio of pri-
ary energy sources and generators having different supply and gen-

ration/conversion characteristics; Fossil-fuel fired and nuclear power
lants can continuously function and respond to demand in as much
s their primary energy sources are stockpiled and supplied in the
urnace/reactor. The intermittency of renewable energy sources, how-
ver, not only follows the temporal (daily and seasonal) and spatial
ariability of associated meteorology (e.g. solar radiation, wind speed,
ir temperature and precipitation level [1]), but these technologies typ-
cally lack the inherent long-term storage and predictability of supply

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: s.lopiano@reading.ac.uk (S. Lo Piano).

1 See Section 4 for our adopted definition.

associated with current predominant energy sources. Controlling, or
influencing, the temporal and spatial characteristics of demand are,
therefore, seen as a necessity that is raising technical, economic and
social challenges.

At the time of writing, the influence of the COVID-19 pandemic –
through the slowdown of the world economy, shifting in use of demand-
side technology (e.g. home office increase and reduced transportation),
and enforced changes in social behaviours – has contributed to an
increased share of the residential energy and electricity demand [2].
Decrease in magnitude of daily peaks in electricity demand as well as
of the required ramp up/ramp down power capacity from the grid to
sustain them have also been documented as a side-effect of lockdown
enforcements, leading to grid-stability issues [3]. This trend unveils
the massive impact on energy demand of flexibility in social structure
through technology and other means, hence it reinforces the case for
implementation of energy demand-side measures.
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Acronyms

DSM Demand Side Management
DSR Demand Side Response
DVR Demand as Voltage control Reserve
EV Electric Vehicle
HPs Heat Pumps
HVAC Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning
ICT Information and Communication Technology
PV Photo-Voltaic
SPT Social-Practice Theory
V2G Vehicle-to-Grid

In this contribution, we review the approaches proposed to un-
erstand the social and technical aspects of energy demand and the
vailability of demand shifting, with a particular focus in terms of
emporal flexibility.1 Previous literature reviews on energy demand

were mainly focused on a unique or a limited set of aspects, such as:
(i) supporting policy schemes [4] and business models [5]; and (ii)
theoretical frameworks [6]. However, Shimoda et al. [7] developed a
more encompassing appraisal of energy demand by cutting across scales
and representative domains of this phenomenon.

Our enquiry is novel in that this review covers the interplay between
technological and social dimensions of energy demand; demonstrat-
ing some of the complexity and conflict that arises in understanding
demand flexibility issues through these different perspectives. This is
with particular focus on the application of time-use surveys and of one
theoretical lens adopted in the energy-demand literature for coupling
between energy demand and social systems, the Social-Practice Theory
(SPT). Our intention is not to promote any one particular approach, but
rather to explore how a dialogue between very different disciplines in
energy demand research can inform understanding of energy demand
and its temporality in relation to flexibility.

The main questions addressed in this review are: (i) What ap-
roaches have been proposed in the literature to curtail energy demand
nd/or enact energy-demand temporal shifts? (ii) What are the dif-
erences between the social and technical framings of approaches?
iii) What are the levels of separation between the technological mod-
lling and the theoretical frameworks from the domain of social sci-
nce/humanities? This literature review will guide us across these
imensions and point to open challenges.

After presentation of the searching criteria of our literature review
n Section 2, we discuss energy-demand technologies (Section 3), and
lexibility in relation to the technological and monetary-driven perspec-
ive of demand-side management (Section 4) before exploration of the
ocio-economic drivers of energy demanding actions, their associated
emporalities, highlighting the perspective of SPT (Section 5). In the
oncluding section (Section 6), we reflect on the points of frictions in
he policy goals, the criticalities of the approaches proposed, as well as
he potential of the integration of the dimensions discussed.

The main focus of this contribution is on the residential sector,
et we discuss technological and monetary approaches that specifically
o beyond this dimension and encompass the secondary and tertiary
ector. Even the sections on SPT go well beyond the mere residential
evel by dealing with phenomena occurring at higher hierarchical
societal) levels.

. Literature review criteria

A literature search was performed on Scopus on January 21, 2020
see Fig. 1) with ad hoc updates thereafter. Several combinations of
ey-words have been tested, especially in the case of frameworks from
he domain of social sciences, with the aim to include a non-engineering
2

perspective on energy demand (Fig. 1). ‘‘Energy demand’’ has been
excluded from the combinations ‘‘flexibility’’+‘‘social activities’’, and
‘‘flexibility’’ + ‘‘time allocation’’ since the addition of this keyword
phrase returned no items. The same leave-one-out approach has been
pursued by excluding ‘‘flexibility’’ from the combination of ‘‘energy
demand’’ with other keywords. The screening of contributions led to
removal of duplicates, publications deemed out of scope, or because
of language barriers that impeded our scrutiny of the documents. The
final pool of documents consisted of manuscript written in English,
Spanish or Portuguese. The full list of contributions is available from
the Supporting Material.

A limitation of our approach is that it does not include the so-called
grey literature of policy briefs and technical reports. The rationale for
this choice was that this type of material presented pre-existing ideas,
rather than challenging approaches that inform our understanding of
energy demand. Another limitation of our work is its focus on energy
demand in the understanding of how the technological and social per-
spectives interact: further points of learning could come from outside
of this thematic domain. Additionally, this contribution covers only the
particular interaction of the perspective of SPT and the temporality of
activities through time use surveys with technology perspectives.

With the above search criteria, the number of published contribu-
tions has been stably increasing from the mid 2000s onwards with the
annual rate of publication close to 30 for 2018–2020 (Fig. 2). The five
most common journals were: Energy Research and Social Science (24),
Applied Energy (12), Energy Policy (10), Building Research and Infor-
mation (9), Energy and Buildings (9). We categorised the contributions
depending on the dimension tackled: technology (145), theoretical
frameworks for the coupling between energy and social systems (87),
modelling activity (61), monetary incentives (36), user behaviour (19),
time dimension (15). Of these articles, 153 presented exclusively on a
single dimension, 78 covered two dimensions, 18 covered three dimen-
sions, and the remainder covered four. The contributions focusing on
modelling, technological and monetary options for energy demand and
its temporality are examined in Sections 3 and 4, whereas those on the
coupling of energy and social systems in Section 5. When embracing
more than one dimension, contributions are discussed in the most
adequate section of the manuscript as per their analytical aspects and
findings.

3. Demand-side technologies

We consider demand-side technologies to be a particular subset of
artefacts of the energy system that are able to directly affect energy
demand and/or shift the spatial and/or temporal patterns of demand. The
direct affect of the technology is considered in terms of acting upon
(or within) energy distribution networks close to (or at) the point
where energy is used. With this definition we exclude the potential
for considering many artefacts as influencing energy demand (e.g. the
humble washing line [8,9]) as our intention is to capture the scope of
technology considerations within the engineering literature on demand-
side technologies. With this recognition of a limited representation of
demand-influencing technology in the literature, we identify a small
number of technological categories with a particular energy demand
rationale (purpose), see Table 1.

Historically, larger adoption of demand-side technologies were al-
ready advocated for in the 1980’s and early 1990’s [10]. For instance,
Outhred and Kaye [11] proposed energy storage as an effective means
to reduce the needs of terminal reticulation of an electric grid. Kraines
et al. [12], however, demonstrated a need for careful reflection on
the links between technology and demand. These authors referred to
rooftop solar Photo-Voltaics (PV) panels in residential and commercial
buildings as a demand-side technology, or more precisely, a demand-
side counter-measurement as it allows the fulfilment of the building
energy demand by using an energy supply harvested in situ. This idea
of in situ demand-side technology can also extend to integrated systems
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Fig. 1. Search keys per domain and returned number of items in brackets.
Fig. 2. Articles production over years.
of technology that move beyond in situ supply to one of supply–
demand temporal disconnection. These combined measures are not
simply confined to electricity generation and electrical storage; they
can be more integral to the design and fabric of buildings (i.e. use
of thermal mass as energy store) and incorporate control strategies to
make use of designed building features. Higher use of local energy
harvested from PV has, for instance, been demonstrated by enabling
pre-heating strategies [13] that shift demand from the evening to the
afternoon, more in line with electricity generation from PV.

Reduction in energy demand from buildings may be
attained through thermal insulation [14], whose effectiveness depends
on the local climate, the pattern of heating demand of the building
(continuous for households, or at specific hours of the day in the
case of schools/shops), the presence of windows and their relative
orientation with respect to the cardinal points [15] as well as the
presence of unoccupied properties in multi-resident buildings [16].
Papadopoulos et al. [17] reported reduction in gas consumption up
3

to 24% for a sample of eight buildings retrofitted in Milton Keynes,
UK. However, this reduction was partially compensated by an increase
in electricity consumption of 12%. The opposite trend was observed
for retrofits performed for socially vulnerable elderly households in
Australia [18]: winter decrease in electricity consumption, but increase
in gas consumption. The authors interpreted this finding in terms of the
heating needs of this category of consumers as a means towards health
preservation (more details in Section 5.1). Shading panels [19], green
façades and adiabatic cooling technologies [20] have been proposed to
reduce building energy demand for cooling.

Demand-side technological options have also been conceptualised
for appliances, similarly motivated more by energy demand and GHG
emission reductions over temporal shifting. The potential benefits of
deploying more efficient appliances were already discussed in the
literature in the 1990’s [21] by factoring in potential CO2𝑒𝑞 savings
as per the time of day the appliances were typically used (and the
related carbon-intensity of electricity at those hours). For example, the
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Table 1
Demand-side technologies overview: approaches, targets and purpose.

Approach Target Purpose

Energy storage Overall electricity and thermal demand Permitted increase in use of intermittent
renewable\locally generated energy when higher
than demand

Building thermal mass, thermal insulation Heating and cooling system Reducing thermal energy demand

Shading panels, green façades, adiabatic cooling Cooling system Reducing cooling energy demand

Domestic-hot-water connection for appliances Wet appliances Reduce electricity demand from wet appliances
upon more efficient building design

More efficient appliances All appliances types Reduce electricity demand from appliances under
the same usage pattern

Context aware energy management systems Lighting appliance, HVAC system Reduce electricity demand from
lower\less-intensive temporal use
contribution to the environmental savings of a more energy-efficient
fridge was considered against the carbon-intensity coefficient of base-
load electricity (as a reflection of the continuous cycling nature of
a fridge’s operation), whilst lamps were accounted for as primarily
contributing to mid- and peak-load demands. Tanatvanit et al. [22]
estimated that 80% of peak-load demand in Thailand could be avoided
through the deployment of more efficient air conditioners. Yun et al.
[23] assessed potential energy savings of almost 40% for light emitting
diodes in comparison with standard technologies. This figure is achieved
even when the emitted light wavelength range is tuned as per the users
preference, which may deviate from the range for optimal energy per-
formance. We will go back to the interaction between technologies and
users in Section 5. Koller et al. [20] proposed connecting wet appliances
(washing machines, dishwashers) to domestic-hot-water circuits as a
means to reduce their contribution to domestic electricity demand.

The coordinated use of sensors for switching off (or diminishing
power demand from) Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC)
[24] and lighting systems when users are not present is another option
largely explored to reduce energy demand. These systems are also
known as context-aware energy management systems. Ayan and Turkay
[25] described dimmer controls, photo sensors, and occupancy sensors
as typologies of lighting control systems. Gupta et al. [26] discussed the
working mechanism and features of these systems, whose performance
is also affected by the machine-learning-based prediction algorithms of
users position that gets adopted [27].

4. Flexibility in energy demand

The recent historical development of the identified categories of
demand-side technologies clearly indicate that efficiency improvements
within technology types and through technology operation have pri-
marily been motivated by overall energy demand reduction. However,
the increasing levels of electrical appliances and intended transitions
towards greater electrification (e.g. transport and heating) is divert-
ing attention on the ‘shifting’ (both temporal and spatial) capability
of demand-side technologies. The meso-temporal (daily to seasonal)
patterns/rhythms of demand that emerge at scale on energy networks
present potential system constraint issues as more loads coalesce to one
energy carrier (i.e. electrification) with greater variability in supply, so
‘flexibility’ (here to mean the measure of how rhythms of demand change
in time [28]) is considered of importance to overall system energy and
CO2𝑒𝑞 reductions [29].

Two complementary approaches can be identified in the context
of demand-side integration to vary the temporal pattern of demand:
Demand Side Management (DSM) and Demand Side Response (DSR)
[30]. DSM is enacted by technologies assisting the temporal variation
in the demand pattern, such as switchable (less time critical) loads
and batteries (storage). DSM is typically top-down and utility-driven,
for instance to optimise power generation through load shifting [14].
DSR is enacted by households shifting demands through a monetary
4

leverage dependent on the overall electricity demand and availabil-
ity. Higginson et al. [31] consider DSR an optimistic approach: upon
adequate compensation, all demand can be flexible. Conversely, DSM
rests upon the pessimistic assumption that this is to be achieved in an
automated form. Patteeuw et al. [32] use the terms passive and active
demand response to refer to DSM and DSR, respectively, to highlight the
level of involvement of the end users.

The next Section 4.1 presents flexibility strategies at the utility level,
whereas the following examines the level of flexibility of individual
appliances Section 4.2. Sections 4.3–4.5 cover DSM, DSR, and joint
DSM - DSR approaches, respectively.

4.1. Flexibility strategies

Technologies for energy demand reduction typically seek this single
goal. Conversely, strategies for flexibility are more nuanced and can be
set as per different goals. For Ósorio and Estanqueiro [33], the ultimate
goal of flexibility in energy demand would be reverting the current
paradigm of electricity generation triggered by demand by actually
making the load follow the generation. Hong et al. [14] share this
standpoint, and suggest the onus of control should entirely be on the
energy-demand side, ideally in a purely technological form such that
satisfaction is not compromised: no awareness or action would be on
the users side. For Bruninx et al. [34] customer satisfaction should even
increase upon adopting demand-side approaches.

From Hong et al. [14],Gellings [35],Sallam and Malik [36] aggre-
gated demand flexibility can be considered for: peak clipping, valley
filling and load shifting, strategic conservation, strategic load growth,
and flexible load shape (Fig. 3).

Some of these strategies are utterly incompatible and are to be
adopted when seeking diametrically opposite goals. For instance, strate-
gic conservation and peak clipping are implemented when one is
seeking a reduction in electricity demand. Conversely, strategic growth
of energy demand may be resorted to along with valley filling when
an increase in electricity demand is foreseen [37] (due to development
of new activities; energy-carrier shifting; or the availability of unused
power capacity). As for load shifting, constraints may emerge on the
shifting boundaries (the shifting time lapse, short vs. long time shifts)
as well as the shifting direction (forward or backward, i.e. anticipated
or delayed peak, respectively).

In general, loads from appliances can be shifted from a coordinated
management architecture as we shall see in the section below. Highly
flexible household appliances (such as those laundry related appli-
ances) may assist in sub-hourly load shifts, while hourly or longer shifts
can be produced through DSR from thermal heaters, Electric Vehicle
(EV)s or industrial processes [38]. These provide some indication that
the constraints on shifting boundaries (the theoretical level of flexibil-
ity) will depend on types of appliance, although a primary role is also
played by the interaction with the user (see Section 5 for more details).
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Fig. 3. Strategies for the temporal shift of peak demand. (a) Peak clipping; (b) Valley filling; (c) Load shifting; (d) Strategic conservation; (e) Strategic load growth.
Source: Adapted from Sallam and Malik [36].
4.2. Flexibility level attainable with appliances

Energy consumption from appliances can sustain different levels
of flexibility [14] in terms of how a temporary power disconnec-
tion impacts on the service/function they are expected to deliver (
Table 2). Electrical-based heating, cooling appliances and integrated-
battery devices (laptops, mobiles, etc.) offer a high potential level
of flexibility: a temporary (sub-hourly) power disconnection does not
critically impact on their functioning. Even EVs potentially rest on very
flexible charging patterns [39]. Washing machines and dishwashers
also allow a medium degree of flexibility in so far as their working
activity can be rescheduled to another period of time [40]. Irons, a type
of appliance frequently overlooked in the discourse on its flexibility
potential [41], whilst associated with a medium degree of flexibility,
the nature of its use means the flexibility entirely rests with the user.
Other appliances with direct connection to the end-user are identified
in the literature as: vacuum cleaners, lighting, cooking appliances,
hairdryers and microwave ovens (low flexibility). For these appliances,
despite some developments around automated technology [14], the
flexibility associated with user demands (temporal) is considered from
a technology perspective to be low (medium at best) - user satisfac-
tion/requirement is considered fixed. Further to this, entertainment
devices cannot be considered to contain passive flexibility, unless they
have an integrated battery, since their power demand is completely
driven by user(s): any disconnection would massively impact on their
level of functionality. However, screen brightness may be tuned to
some extent and more attention towards switching off (rather than
putting in standby) could reduce their energy consumption by about
10% [42], although indirect energy demand from networks and data
centres would remain unaffected [43].

4.3. Flexibility through technological demand-side management: passive
and algorithmic control

This section deals with DSM approaches, the concerns and benefits
that users have in relation with their adoption, with a final brief closure
on DSM approaches beyond the residential level.

DSM strategies can rely on a specific architecture [44], which en-
compasses Information and Communication Technology (ICT) elements
5

such as ambient intelligence, wireless sensor networks, non-intrusive
load monitoring, virtual power plants, interconnected through a net-
work of relationships and rules [45]. Demand-side control algorithms
are designed to switch off or reduce the appliance’s demand of power
(supply inferior to the demand), or turn appliances on for increased
demand (supply higher than demand). When supply is inferior to
demand, action on highly-flexible appliances are prioritised, vice versa
when supply overcomes demand, to fully take advantage of appliance
responsiveness and mitigate appliance inertia, respectively. Demand-
side management control algorithms can be designed to act upon two
properties [14]: (i) the duration of the load; and, (ii) the power level
of the load. The higher the appliance flexibility, the more its demand
pattern can be remotely tuned to the supply-side availability. When
comparing the performances of different flexible appliances, Neupane
et al. [46] found that devices with significant time flexibility but lower
power-demand flexibility, such as wet appliances, can potentially enact
more savings for the end users than devices with higher power-demand
than time flexibility (e.g., Heat Pumps (HPs)).

The temporal and storage capacity features of technology (and their
intended end goal) provides further distinction in the technology’s
flexibility offering. In the case of thermal storage in buildings, the
capacity of domestic water storage is typically larger than the thermal
storage for spatial heating and the timing of power demand to hot water
demand is less tightly coupled than that of a space heating system. The
higher storage capacity implies a higher (shorter response) flexibility
potential [47] but the decoupling also implies an ability to be more re-
active than proactive in its flexibility offering. Summer pre-cooling and
winter pre-heating is another strategy involving HVAC appliances [48]:
the environment is cooled (heated) at a slightly lower (higher) temper-
ature in the hours before peak demand so as to shift the actual energy
consumption entailed and reduce the peak load. In summer months,
night ventilation can also be resorted to as an additional measure for
cooling [49]. Flexibility resulting from a technology’s thermo-physical
properties can go further than a demand shift; Demand as Voltage
control Reserve (DVR) has been proposed to counteract potential grid
short-term voltage imbalances [50] through short disconnections (of
seconds or minutes) of electric appliances having high thermal loads
(e.g., freezers, refrigerators, or heat pumps) and whose thermal storage
capacity attains minutes or hours. Hence, a short disconnection of these
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Table 2
Demand-side management overview: targets, level of flexibility, temporal features and strategies.

Target Level of flexibility Temporal flexibility Enacting options

Electrical-based heating,
cooling appliance,
integrated-battery devices

High Sub-hour flexibility Internet of things,
smart home

Electric vehicles,
thermal loadings High Hour flexibility and beyond

Internet of things,
virtual power plant
voltage control reserve

Wet appliances,
iron,
(and vacuum cleaner)

Medium Hour flexibility and beyond Internet of things,
smart home

Lighting,
cooking appliances and
microwave oven,
hairdryer,
(and vacuum cleaner)

Low Sub-hour/
Hour flexibility and beyond

Internet of things,
smart home

Entertainment devices None None Not defined
appliances from the grid can help to speed up recovery from a voltage
imbalance, and minimise the risk of black-outs.

A large contribution to the future electric grid flexibility is expected
from HPs [40,51,52] and EVs [53,54], estimated to be largely adopted
in a significant number of countries. These technologies can contribute
to flexibility through thermal storage in space heating and temporally
variable charging (and discharging with Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G)) pat-
terns, provided a flexibility in timing of heat/charging demand exists.
Dedicated algorithms can be designed as a solution to enabling the
flexibility by, for instance, promoting a coordinated spatio-temporal
charging profile for EVs [55–57]. Carmo et al. [58] ranked HPs against
a wind-friendliness indicator on the basis of their capacity to tune their
nergy demand in response to the available electricity generated from
ind turbines. Gill et al. [59] proposed an active management network

for the Shetland Islands, which included DSM approaches based on
flexible electric heating equipped with frequency response systems to
reduce wind curtailment as well as the reliance on diesel-powered
generators.

DSM strategies based on switchable loads and storage batteries
have been proposed as virtual power plants, a cloud-based system of
distributed power plants [30,60,61]. Roossien et al. [62] showcased
an application of such a system, in which local energy trading across
twenty-two households (with HPs and EVs) connected on a micro-grid
to a local wind turbine, was demonstrated to reduce the grid-imbalance
caused by the intermittent wind-generated electricity. Several kinds of
algorithms have been proposed to govern the electricity flows within
micro-grids, including fuzzy-logic based genetic algorithms [63], ar-
tificial neural networks [64] and deep reinforcement learning [65].
The approach to control is also informed by system coordination ar-
chitectures that at the neighbourhood level identified as [66]: (i) cen-
tralised architecture, in which all appliances of individual households
are controlled by service providers; (ii) decentralised architecture, in
which each household can take action individually, independently
from the other households, on which it has no information; (iii) hi-
erarchically distributed, where each household has information from
the service provider on the power demand of the other users; (iv)
non-hierarchically distributed, which has the same feature of the hier-
archically distributed but the information on power demand is directly
shared among users.

The deployment of DSM approaches is confronted with some dif-
ficulties [67]. Scepticism from end users towards DSM options has
been reported in the literature, primarily in relation to privacy (risk of
data leakage) when using connected devices. For this reason, Rottondi
and Verticale [68] proposed a privacy-friendly framework for the load
scheduling of appliances that reduced the risk of personal information
leakage resulting from attacks on the network. Safeguarding the privacy
dimension comes at a cost of slightly reducing the system performance,
6

especially by increasing temporal delays (typically around thirty min-
utes) between the service request and the actual appliances starting
time provided. Immonen et al. [69] underlined that lack of potential fi-
nancial advantages, if not additional cost, was one of the main concerns
of end users to adopt DSM options in a survey performed in Finland.
Additional concerns included the previously-discussed loss of privacy,
lack of confidence in the technology and the operators, the reluctance
to hand over household equipment control to an external manager,
technological anxiety [67], and lack of information. This last aspect
was echoed in a survey performed in the Netherlands, where Li et al.
[41] showed that 60% of the users were unaware of what a smart grid
was. Further to that, only 5% were willing to use an EV with a smart
charging and discharging system and only 11% of survey respondents
were willing to change their temporal demand or comfort condition.

Other concerns are related to the increased energy consumption
entailed by DSM options. For instance, the software-update approach
at the basis of smart-home technologies may amount to 10% of the
overall data traffic for smartphones and tablet [70]. Additionally, con-
necting smart-lights to gateway networks may drive significant energy
consumption, comparable to the energy consumption of the lighting
devices themselves [70]. Strategies involving thermal appliances and
the coordinated use of thermal pumps and storage [71] may (based
on timespan of demand shifting requirements and associated thermal
losses) also result in increasing the final electricity consumption [32,
72]. Finally, intermittent disconnections from the grid may affect the
life of the appliances and devices involved [50].

The difficulties identified in these studies to flexibility implementa-
tion are not, however, ubiquitous as financial doubts are also countered
by financial incentives [41], and the acknowledgement of their re-
sults in terms of energy-virtuous behaviours [73] were mentioned as
a potential driver towards the engagement with smart technologies.
How ‘culturally informed socio-technical system transitions’, technol-
ogy type, and exposure to DSM programmes influence attitudes will
also play a part in the characterisation of the challenges or limitations
to DSM flexibility offerings. For example, in contrast to the surveyed
scepticism in Li et al. [41],Immonen et al. [69], Yamaguchi [74]
reported an overall positive attitude of the engaged households towards
DSM for laundry appliances in the Kanto region (Japan) with more than
70% of the users willing to participate.

DSM do not necessarily need to focus on the residential sector alone.
For instance, the secondary sector can also resort to specifically tailored
demand-side strategies for temporal flexibility [75]. The scheduling
flexibility and process energy demand profiles depend on the specific
industrial sector, which map onto the involved production rates and
the energy demand profiles of the production machines, respectively.
Overall, flexibility in the industrial sector needs to be benchmarked
against the optimisation of industrial processes in terms of costs and

performance [76] (e.g. volume and quality of production, [77]). Onsite
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Fig. 4. Price-based tariff schemes and temporal profiles.
Source: Adapted from Faruqui and Sergici [82].
generation can also be boosted as a means to reduce the temporal
load on the grid [78] by activating auxiliary industrial systems for
electricity conversion and storage, which include compressed air storage
[75], batteries and supercapacitors [79].

4.4. Flexibility through active technological demand-side response, mone-
tary leverage

Monetary triggers for enacting flexibility can be traced back to
the beginning of large-scale electric grid deployment, with debates
around time-of-day pricing schemes to foster changes in lighting prac-
tices [80]. On more recent schemes, Chen et al. [48] distinguished
between incentive-based and price-based DSR: The former is a direct,
system-led or emergency approach, while the latter is indirect, market-
led or economic based. Incentive-based DSR encompass [81] direct
load control, curtailable load, demand side bidding, capacity market,
ancillary services and emergency services. All these strategies rest on a
load reduction performed either (i) directly from the system operator,
who can control certain equipments of the participants; (ii) upon a
load-reduction signal in case of emergency services (reserve shortfalls
periods); ; or (iii) upon various forms of bids from the customers.

Four price-based (DSR) tariff schemes exist [48]: time-of-use tariffs,
critical peak pricing tariffs, critical peak rebate tariffs, real time pricing
tariffs (Fig. 4). The first approach schematically defines peak hours
on which higher fares apply. The second is similar, but utilities can
call critical events/emergencies and raise price accordingly. Pallonetto
et al. [81] use the expression extreme day pricing when the critical peak
pricing tariff is defined at a daily resolution, thus encompassing one or
more days. Critical peak rebate tariffs are also similar to critical peak
pricing tariffs, but the prices are constant and users receive refunds
upon their capability of reducing demand. Finally, the real-time prices
follow the wholesale market prices, which are typically volatile as they
vary with the actual generation available from the electric grid at an
(half-)hourly resolution.

The monetary schemes for active flexibility strategies are detailed
in Table 3 along with the targeted users and appliances. Faruqui
and Sergici [82] reported higher reductions in peak demand for tariff
schemes other than time-of-use. The authors attributed this to the
limited number of days over a year that reactions from users are
elicited, leading thus to more responsiveness.
7

DSR is seen to not only enable better alignment between renewable
generation and demand, but it can be enacted to prevent violation
of grid network operational constraints [83,84]; helping reduce in-
vestment costs associated with grid augmentation (i.e. improved mesh
topologies — ring networks). To understand the role DSR can play in
offsetting network upgrade, the potential capacity (and temporal char-
acteristics) of different end users in delivering flexibility services is an
aspect to take into account. Curtis et al. [28] examined the responsive-
ness of hotels in implementing a reduction in load when the network
aggregator elicited a DSR. The response time varied between four and
twenty minutes dependent on the inertia in reducing/switching off the
load of the facility and its involved appliances. For domestic demand,
Sanchez et al. [85] proposed a clustering algorithm based on the tem-
poral profiles of household energy use to identify the categories of users
to primarily target in an active-demand management scheme. This
information was complemented by qualitative surveys on household
energy habits. Households were clustered as per their temporal profile
and those with higher potential in terms of peak-demand reduction
were targeted.

The effectiveness of the DSR schemes proposed can be evaluated
regarding the medium-to-long-term trends documented in the end users
energy demand profiles, in which the understanding of users and the
rationale for their actions plays once again a prominent role. For in-
stance, Nguyen et al. [86] reported positive data for a DSR pilot project
in Japan: virtuous energy behaviours in households endured even after
the end of the pilot scheme. Martin and Rivers [87] observed the same
trend for the electricity use of 7000 households in Canada upon time-
of-use tariffs and energy monitors rollout over twenty weeks. While
slightly decreasing over time, enduring savings up to 3% of the energy
consumption were documented over the investigated period, which
the authors attributed to a conjoint effect of time-of-use tariffs and
energy monitors that triggered the formation of new habits along with
adjustments in the use of thermostat. Counter-peaks have also been
documented just after the end of: (i) DSR events [28] and (ii) high-price
peak hours; in case of significant monetary charges [44]. Additionally,
rises in futile energy demand, that is to say energy demand emerging
out of less considerate uses driven from inferior prices, have also been
reported [14].
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Table 3
Monetary-driven demand-side response: strategy, temporal flexibility requested, targets.

Strategy Temporal flexibility requested Target

Incentive-based demand-side response Variable, typical hour flexibility and
beyond

Large costumers (industry,
commercial, hotels, etc.)

Time-of-use tariffs Hour flexibility and beyond Residential (all types of appliances)
and medium (industry and
commercial) costumers

Critical peak pricing tariffs Sub-hour, hour flexibility and beyond Residential, medium and large
costumers

Extreme day pricing tariffs Daily flexibility Medium and large consumers

Critical peak rebate tariffs Sub-hour, hour flexibility and beyond Mostly residential

Real time prices Sub-hour flexibility Residential (highly flexible appliance,
see details in Table 2), medium and
large costumers
4.5. Joint passive and active demand-side management implementation

Hybrid approaches that resort to both DSM and DSR events have
also been considered in the literature. For instance, Kiliccote et al. [88]
presented six variable-temporal-scale strategies for energy-demand
management: (i) Continuous energy consumption minimisation
(through so-called energy efficiency measures); (ii) monthly peak de-
mand management; (iii) daily time-of-use management; (iv) day-ahead
response; (v) day-off response; and, (vi) fast-demand response. Most
of these approaches resort to automated control, although manual
intervention is also possible, e.g. in demand-response programmes.
Semi-automated demand responses occur when the shift in some types
appliance use (typically HVAC) is coordinated through a centralised
control system, whereas the others remain under manual control.

In general, Faruqui and Sergici [82] reported larger
peak-consumption reductions for joint DSM and DSR approaches in
comparison with DSR options only. Also Ruokamo et al. [89] consid-
ered shifting thermal load as the likely low-hanging fruit under an
integrated DSM-DSR strategy in pursuing flexibility at the household
level due to its significant share in the overall residential energy
consumption. Automated controls can be enacted upon financial com-
pensations for participation in the scheme. On the users preference, a
survey carried out in the Netherlands [41] showed that the majority of
building users favoured automated control options for their appliances.
However, Xu et al. [90],Chen et al. [91] found a spread reluctance to
pay for home energy management systems in a survey carried out in New

ork city and Tokyo. The readiness of DSM and DSR has, however,
een brought into question by Kohlhepp et al. [92] on the basis of
he too-few demonstration projects built. The question of readiness
ot only raises concern in relation to technological maturity but also
n relation to the response and engagement of energy end-users with
ctive, passive, or combined approaches to flexibility.

. Drivers of users energy demand

According to the reading of the socio-humanistic disciplines in
nergy studies, understanding energy demand drivers goes beyond the
ere technological or economic description of provision of energy

ervices [93,94]. Looking into these dimensions helps to expose un-
ertainties and decisive elements of a broader socio(-)technical system
95] that can inform the policy making associated with energy demand
nd technology adoption, hence its importance.

Depending on the scale of interest, demand profiles can be seen
s regular and organised (the issue of network-wide peak loading for
lectricity grids) as well as highly variable when comparing households.
he larger scale organisation of demand has a longstanding connection

n the literature (over 40 years [96]) to social habits and societal
rganisation (i.e. domestic economic sectors) that motivates addressing
he relation of habits and seeming fixity [97,98] with the required flex-
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bility in demand. In some sense, many of the demand side technology
approaches presented in the literature have this social fixity embedded
in design.

At the residential and household scale, variability in energy de-
mand is more visible but the underlying reasons take on techno-
logical, social, psychological and physiological interpretations. Vari-
ability in built form, technology options associated with heating and
lighting, amongst others, will inform demand efficacy but alone do
not explain all variability as demonstrated by Karlsson et al. [99].
Seligman et al. [100] reported that occupant behaviour, driven by
internalised comfort and health concerns, was primarily responsible
for variability in household heating demand. However, Gram-Hanssen
[101] showed how cultural norms and technological design can lead to
similar approaches to thermal energy demanding practices for notably
different households. Yet broader social externalities that influence
factors such as knowledge/know-how, financial, and technical ability
lead to marked differences in energy demand. Whilst education can
inform environmental-awareness and therefore motivation (or ‘mean-
ings’ [101]) to change/reduce demand [102], the demand response
must consider other contextual influencing factors. For instance, de-
mographic factors such as gender- [103] and age-informed comfort
standards [104,105]. Positing that multiple interacting and competing
factors will inform energy demand supports a systems-based approach
to understanding drivers of demand; something that Chappells [106]
reviewed with four different systems-based models: human-ecological
systems, systems of provision, large technical systems and systems of
practices. This contribution focuses on the use of systems of practices
theory (also known as social-practice theory as presented by Chappells
[106]). In so doing, we do not seek to promote SPT over others
per se. Given SPT’s capacity to consider the relations between users,
technological artefacts (aligned with socio-technical understandings
[101]) and social system structures, our aim is to highlight the value
of this framing to understanding temporality in energy demand and
the implications on technological options/artefacts for DSR and DSM.
How SPT understands the making of energy demand is presented in
Section 5.1, whereas Section 5.2 covers its temporal aspects.

5.1. The reading of energy demand from the social-practice theory perspec-
tive

Reckwitz [107] puts practice as an ‘interconnection of (three) el-
ements’ (‘knowledge’, ‘things’, and ‘their use’) that are understood
only through their collective interaction. Schatzki [108] refers to these
elements in terms of material artefacts, conventions and competencies.
Higginson et al. [109] highlights how these elements are shared across
practices with a graphical network as a visual representation of the
connections and interplays among practices (Fig. 5). For instance, a
convention, like hygiene, pertains both to laundry and bathing; or a
competence, like self-care, is shared across laundry and relaxation.

As to understand the energy dimension of practices, it is impor-

tant to evaluate both the connections with the other activities on
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Fig. 5. Network of three laundry practices combined. Conventions (environmental awareness, cleanliness) are shown in azure, competences (home-made detergent, hand-washing and
machine settings) in chartreuse, while material artefacts (bucket, sink, detergent and washing machine) in yellow. Darker edges refer to multiple connections (between detergent and
cleanliness) that cut across more practices.
Source: Adapted from [109].
a larger scale, as well as their constitutive elements, and the re-
lations entailed across the material artefact/convention/competency
triads within a given practice. For instance, a household pattern of
energy consumption for heating is determined by the interaction of
the heating technology available, the heating practices the household
occupants carry as well as their expectations in terms of indoor tem-
perature [110]. Yet it is the overall understanding of thermal comfort
(as a meaning) that helps to characterise the energy-intensiveness of
practices and their outcome. An example is found in Hansen et al.
[111], who reported the tendency to wear warmer clothes in winter
in less thermally energy efficient houses as well as the tendency to set
higher thermostat temperatures in more efficient houses in Denmark.
Even the effects of a retrofit intervention [18,112–117] in terms of
health-preserving practices may be downplayed due to the prioritisation
of personal comfort standards over energy savings [18]. Overall, these
examples show that controlling thermal comfort, not set point temper-
atures, goes beyond the control and efficiency of a central heating (or
cooling) system.

Even for lighting, an increase in energy use at the household level
has been observed over several decades in the UK and Denmark despite
the larger deployment of more efficient light bulbs [118]. This trend
stemmed from the large reconfiguration in the lighting practice from
single-ceiling bulbs to multi-ceiling bulbs and table lamps (Fig. 6). So,
even if more energy-efficient appliances are deployed, new uses and
additional demand emerge with the evolution of the lighting practice.

Additionally, technology artefact–user relations may produce out-
comes differing from design expectations. For instance, in the case
of heating for a set of Finnish households, Rinkinen and Jalas [119]
documented how the actual practices developed upon moving house
can lead to unforeseen patterns due to the encounter of the occupant
with technology and arrangements one may not be used to.

Other practices can also be brought in to understand the user–
technology interaction, for instance in terms of reflection practice [120].
A device that conveys energy-consumption information in a user-
friendly fashion can effectively enable practice shifting by triggering
individual reflection on the alignment between one’s behaviour on
the one hand, and one’s own personal motivations, values and life
goals [121] on the other. Along these lines, Abhijith et al. [122]
conceptualised a web-based application, a form of e-practice, in which
users can benchmark their energy demand against users having sim-
ilar energy needs. Also for Verkade and Höffken [123] and Jalas
et al. [124], e-practices, i.e. active involvement in energy practices
(including activism and participation in energy storage/generation),
are required to deliver tangible effects in energy-demand reduction
rather than entrusting energy-monitoring devices to achieve this goal.

Embracing the reading that energy demand is a feature determined
by practices and its components [125] implies that these would also
9

need to be acknowledged at the level of policy making. For instance,
SPT questions the thesis of immutable levels of energy demand [126]
by also criticising the concept of energy efficiency. According to Shove
[127], this concept is framed as per the assumption that the current
unsustainable lifestyles are to be preserved along with the same types
of energy services and it is precisely for this very reason that seeking
energy efficiency fails to deliver on its own goals. In general, for SPT
scholars, social change can only be understood and triggered by focus-
ing on the very nature of social practices and their constitutive elements
[128], also in terms of their cultural and institutional aspects [74].
These dimensions can help to gather an understanding of the evolution
of energy demand and should be at the basis of the making of energy
policies in terms of the relation between practices and their material
arrangements (including technologies of energy provision, distribution
and consumption) as well as how these elements may jointly evolve
[125,129,130].

For instance, infrastructure can sustain multiple coexisting practices
[131]. In this sense, planners and policy-makers can target less energy-
intensive practices and shape the infrastructure use accordingly, for
instance by allocating more space on roads to non-motorised forms of
transport. Even the opposite phenomenon can take place, with Yam-
aguchi [74] that identified indirect institutional phenomena (e.g. in
terms of evolving housing construction systems over decades, or mean-
ings, needs and values of household members) as the basis of the
observed increasing residential energy demand in Japan. Analogously,
Kuijer and Watson [132] found two elements which played a prominent
role in shifting household heating practices in a Northern English
town between 1920 and 1970: (i) the materialisations of ideals for
separating domestic activities; and (ii) the emergence of new uses for
heat following from a shift towards more sedentary, indoor activities.
Indoor practices were both contributing to the design of and being
shaped by: (i) the room configurations in the dwelling, (ii) the uptake
of given types of appliances, and (iii) the technology used for heating
these environments.

The introduction of new policies can in turn trigger changes in
practices. One prominent example is the Coolbiz initiative in Japan,
which prohibited the use of heating or cooling systems within the 20–
28 ◦C range of indoor temperature. The policy was accompanied by a
relaxation in the dress code in working places with the encouragement
of loose fitting garments and short sleeved shirts [133]. Even non-
energy policies do play a role in affecting the energy-intensity of
practices, for instance in defining standards for health (introductions of
best-before labels with a higher tendency towards food wastage), work
(the introduction of company cars with the related tendency towards
more driving), and hygiene (more laundry of clothes worn for less time)
[134]. All these aspects drove the energy intensification of practices

due to the complexification of social-practice meanings.
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Fig. 6. An instance of the changing practice of lighting from single- to multiple-ceiling bulbs.
5.2. The reading of the temporality of energy demand from the social-
practice theory perspective

As regards energy demand temporality, the SPT reading comes
useful as the energy demand level and temporal profile is defined
and created by shifting practices. This section deals firstly with useful
theoretical frameworks from the SPT and then showcases applications.

Cass and Shove [135] identified different hierarchical levels of
flexibility. From the micro to the macro, one can identify: flexibility
of practices, flexibility of people and flexibility at the societal level.
Shove [136],Blue et al. [137] remarked the link between flexibility
and socio-temporal organisation of practices, also in terms of their
rhythm/sequences [137,138]. Southerton [98] showed that temporal-
ities and practices are profoundly woven with a two-way relation:
practices can occur in accordance with temporalities, which are in
turn defined by the rhythms of these practices. On a similar line of
reasoning, Walker [139] underlined the interlinkage between social
practices and energy demand along variable temporal scales in terms
of change, rhythm and synchronicity. When it comes to rhythms,
Southerton [140,141] argued that collective and temporal rhythms
play a pivotal role in our societies, characterised by a series of hot
spots (activities rushed) and cold spots (chill times) where the temporal
pace of the former is embraced in order to allow quality time for the
latter [141]. This dimension profoundly shapes the temporal profile of
practices along with defining their energy demand profile.

The triad competence–convenience–material artefact of practices
come also useful to understand their temporality. For instance, Gram-
Hanssen et al. [142] reported that manual workers typically shower
after work, unlike office workers. While the timing is different, the
practice of showering is carried out with the common aim of being
clean before socialising. The same also takes place for the arrangement
in sequence and rhythms of practices, which occurs on an individual
basis, dependent for instance on one’s own compromise between care
and convenience, which is in turn potentially affected by one’s search
for additional times for cold spots in daily routines [140].

In addition to affecting the overall level of energy demand, the
introduction of new elements (material artefacts) can also influence
the sequences and synchronicity of the socio-temporal organisation of
practices. An example comes from hospitals [143], where the inclusion
of faster testing in pathology reverted the diagnostics/radiography
sequence by bringing radiography immediately after the patient admis-
sion, before the diagnosis stage, so changing its connection with the
other hospital practices. However, fixities and bottle-necks made im-
possible to rearrange the timing of particular energy intensive activities
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(e.g. radiography). New interconnections among practices also emerged
upon the introduction of the new breast cancer services, which brought
different hospital jurisdictions to work together to provide a faster test
outcome to the patients, on the same day.

Institutional phenomena do also play a role in affecting the tem-
porality of practices (flexibility at the societal level). For instance, the
adoption of day-light saving schemes produces fixities in terms of the
actual timing of social activities [144]. Even increasing the number of
activities dependent upon electricity supply through the electrification
plan of an increasing number of energy end uses introduces fixities, that
could negatively affect social flexibility and resilience [145].

SPT can also contribute to the understanding of the potential evolu-
tion of present energy demand trends in terms of change. For instance,
the increasing share of households owning a pet and the related prac-
tice to improve the household thermal comfort for the pet through
heating and cooling could contribute to a more regular demand pattern
at the household levels throughout the day [146]. The same applies
to the increasing teleworking and homeschooling due to the current
COVID-19 pandemic [147]. This trend could reduce the daily peak
phenomenon, although it would likely entail an overall increase in the
residential energy demand.

Coming to DSM options, SPT can help understand the actual flexibil-
ity potential of appliances upon their use. For instance, Higginson et al.
[31] discuss the case of washing machines, a medium-level flexibility
appliance. This actual potential is severely affected by the household
needs (flexibility of people), with many occupants reluctant to having
their washing machine running while asleep or away, or whose use may
be driven by the urgency of having clean clothes. The agency ultimately
resides with the user, thus significantly diminishing the potential of an
automated shift.

5.2.1. Time-use surveys and activities
Although social practices cannot be equated to activities [148],

activity (bodily and mental as Reckwitz [107] put it) along with
technological artefacts do form part of practices when shared and
routinised. Associating demand, therefore, with the combination of
activity and artefact offers an alternative (linked, yet incomplete and
limited) approach to assessing the temporality of demand [125]. The
value in this ‘reframing’ lies in the ability to access more granular
and continuous information needed for study of demand temporality.
This requirement of better data on the households temporal energy
demand profile was already discussed in the early nineties [149], when
pioneering experiments towards more demand-side data also took place
[150]. The time resolution of the data available plays a crucial role as
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Fig. 7. Example of a graphical representation of a temporal sequence of activities.
Source: Adapted from Mckenna et al. [156].
Fransson et al. [151] showed by estimating power demand for electric
heating at the residential level and finding significant differences for
an assessment at an hourly vs monthly temporal resolution.

Time-use surveys filled by volunteers on their daily time allocation
are one of the most widely used tools to investigate energy demand
temporality. These surveys are being extensively used to model the
energy demand emerging from the reported activities [152–154]. For
instance, this information can be used to infer what activities are
mainly carried out at peak times as well as to identify sequences and
patterns of activities so as to target specific households [155]. The
sequential time arrangement of the activities reported in the time use
surveys can also be represented in graphical networks (see Fig. 7).

Time-use surveys have also been used to infer what drives the tem-
poral patterns in energy demand at the household level. For instance,
Palm et al. [157] clustered time-use-survey diarists in Sweden on the
basis of weekday/weekend patterns of activities such as cooking, doing
the laundry and watching television. The authors found that the time of
the day at which energy-intensive activities took place was affected by
demographic components: older female respondents tended to perform
them during the daytime, while younger respondents favoured the
evenings. Even the economic component affects the temporality of the
activities with tangible consequences on the daily peaks [158]: lower-
income households showed a more constant demand throughout the
day.

The information conveyed by time-use surveys on the temporal
patterns of activities can be used to garner insights on their potential
flexibility2 or fixities. For instance, Torriti [159] unveiled the time
dependence of activities at the household level, that is their tendency to
regularly occur at the same time of the day: washing was highly time
dependent, while the opposite applies to computer use, which could
happen at almost any hour of the day. On activities requiring the use
of entertainment devices, data demand peaks have been reported at
later times than electricity demand evening peaks [43] Conversely, the
cold-season pattern of watching television on weekday evenings had a
full match with the yearly electricity peak demand occurring in winter
[43].

On fixities, Burkinshaw [160] documented fixed commuting times
even when workers may have access to flexible working hours. The
reason was that commuting was not simply linked to the daily working
schedules, it was actually affected by other dependent activities (in-
cluding school time, sport and leisure hours, etc.) which contributed to
its fixity. Food preparation and consumption [161], and child-caring
[162] have also been shown to be informed by or to inform schedules
and related activity, respectively.

On more flexible activities, teleworking [163] may be an effective
means to stimulate flexible allocations of time, primarily amidst house
chores (e.g. laundry) and the working activity [164]. One may also
wonder to what extent teleworking could be arranged towards energy
needs by factoring in energy demand (and its hourly price) in the
sequence of activities one is performing.

2 Activity-led responses for flexibility can be conceptualised [29] as: (i)
(temporal) activity shift; (ii) substitute practice (e.g. a cold meal in lieu of
a hot one); (iii) substitute metabolic energy (using a hand mower in place of
a motorised one); (iv) changing practitioner (laundry by a service provider
instead of at home).
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Flexibility in teleworking is typically embraced as a means of daily
self organisation, which may accidentally produce consequences on the
household energy demand pattern. Whether the total rearrangement of
the sequence, and the concomitancy of daily practices, could be reori-
ented from an energy-demand driver is entirely to be explored along its
desirability against other contrasting needs [31]. Related to this aspect,
Southerton [141] reported that multitasking was determined by fixities,
activities forcefully occurring at the same time as imposed by social
rhythms (e.g. by child care), rather than a deliberate choice. Hence, it
may not be obvious how one could achieve flexibility by fostering dif-
ferent allocation of time activities, given the potential energy demand
in the background entailed by parallel ongoing activities. In some cases,
multitasking may even drive extra energy demand, like in the case
of intensive use of smartphones and other devices during commuting
[165].

The relative timing, scheduling and sequencing of activities high-
lights the importance that social structures have to understanding
constraints on the timing and location of activities. However, these
structural constraints do not preclude the notion of flexibility in ac-
tivity, as structure also provides choice (opportunity for agency [166])
that in the collective literature above has been demonstrated to lead to
both fixed and flexible energy-demanding activity.

When attempting to govern the temporality of energy demand,
time use surveys could be an important ingredient to integrate the SPT
framework with DSR and/or DSM options. Introducing a new material
artefact can profoundly affect the temporal sequence and the network
of activities (Fig. 8). Therefore, knowing what people are doing at a
given point in time can foster technological options towards adjusting
their residential energy demand [152] as these interventions along
with DSR may introduce elements of arrhythmia in daily routines and
rhythms [167].

Additionally, understanding the rhythm and synchronisation of the
social practices of different categories of users, especially vulnerable
and fuel poor, is pivotal in determining the effects of active and passive
demand-side interventions [139,157]. For instance, it has been shown
that end users may be willing to sustain a cost four orders of magnitude
higher than the standard price to charge their mobile phone under
urgent conditions [29]. On the other hand, lower-income households
are those showing the least pronounced peaks [158] and this limits
their potential benefits when participating in a DSR scheme. This leads
to the paradox that those that could potentially benefit the most from
these interventions are the most likely to be unaffected.

Time-of-use pricing schemes for electricity consumption also con-
tribute to create another institutional time in as much as they con-
strain energy-intensive activities that define household temporalities
to specific time frames [168]. In this sense, this measure achieves the
opposite of flexibility as it sets a constraint on the temporal organisa-
tion of household practices. Being bound to electricity generation from
intermittent forms of renewable energy contributes to bringing back the
coupling of energy-intensive activities to the rhythms of nature, which
was removed upon the large-scale adoption of fossil fuels as primary
energy sources [168,169]. In a pilot case study involving more than
one-hundred households in Denmark, no significant difficulties were
reported for charging electric vehicles at night, when electricity was
cheaper [168]. Conversely, rearranging other activities coupled with
the use of flexible appliances, such as unloading the dishwasher and
the laundry machine in the morning, after these appliances had run at
night, was less appreciated by the users. The reason was the sacrifice of
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Fig. 8. Activity-practice shifting upon user/’energy’ material artefact interaction. The adoption of a new (technological) component can lead to a total rearrangement in an activity
as well as in its temporal sequence and interaction with other activities.
a cold spot, breakfast – a moment of togetherness – with a hot spot, house
chores squeezed in the morning, before the daily work/school routine.
When asked, most of the involved households would prioritise the
temporalities of their daily routines over the savings led by the time-
of-use tariffs. Finally, time-of-use tariffs proved more effective than
real-time-pricing tariffs for these users, given the difficulty to closely
follow them and adjust one’s practices accordingly. Powells et al. [167]
reported contrasted findings in the UK, with households willing to shift
dishwasher and washing machine use to low-tariff hours unlike cooking
or watching television, which were considered more fixed activities.

6. Discussion and conclusion

The contributions in the reviewed literature develop along two
main overarching goals: on the one hand, the reduction in energy
demand and on the other, the flexibilisation of energy demand. The
latter refers to seeking a temporal variation of the typical daily demand
pattern as a means to: (a) move away from the one-to-three daily (and
costly) peaks in energy demand; and/or, (ii) seek an energy demand
pattern more in line with the production from intermittent renewable
energy (primarily, solar PV and wind turbines). This second condition
may imply raising demand at some points in time. Capacity building
and valley filling are utilities’ strategies also aimed to increase energy
demand, although at different times from peak-demand hours.

As to achieve these goals, technological options have been proposed
(Research Question 1). Technologies for the reduction of energy de-
mand include more efficient appliances, or better thermal insulation,
just to name some of the most widely adopted options to reduce
energy demand. Technologies for flexibility in energy demand encompass
the use of communication devices to switch on appliances, and tune
their demand temporal pattern on the basis of a signal. However, this
border may be blurry, switches are also used in context-aware energy
management to reduce energy demand. The position of storage is also
borderline as it contributes to reduce the demand from the grid and
also affects the temporal profile of energy demand at the same time.
Examples in the literature discussing storage without making reference
to its potential role in temporal flexibility exist. In agreement with the
12
existing literature [7], a level of separation between technologies for
energy demand reduction and technologies for flexibility in energy demand
occurs in as much as they may be deployed to seek contrasting goals
(i.e. altering the temporality of energy demand resulting in its overall
increase).

Another level of separation is the one between the actual and
the expected performance of a technology (Research Question 2).
Through review of social-practice theory applied to energy demand, we
highlight one particular lens (admittedly with the extension of time-
use activity readings) from social sciences and humanities that is able
to challenge some of the deterministic expectations of the reviewed
DSR/DSM technology. The social dimension does not provide per se an
alternative route to ex ante evaluation of flexibility offerings, necessary
for understanding the operational grid constraints of increased renew-
able generation and increased electrification scenario from a technical
systems perspective. Yet it does help to examine why technical system
performance expectations are not always met. Further to the exposure
of these limitations in the technical determinism of many DSR/DSM
offerings, opportunities to re-evaluate the role of ‘‘material artefacts’’
in relation to the continuation, or changing of, conventions in energy
demanding behaviour exist. The artefacts at play for a given energy
flexibility (as exemplified with thermal comfort) can indeed be chal-
lenged and expanded. Perhaps then the options for DSR are not just
in terms of the shift of when, but also in relation to how underlying
demands can be met.

A level of separation also exists between household activities tem-
poral accountings (time use surveys) and the temporality of energy
demand given the different representations and granularity captured.
Additionally, parallel tasks and activities occurring in the background;
the potential effects of temporal disconnections, rhythm, and conve-
nience; are all crucial aspects when enacting flexibility options that are
not captured in time use surveys.

As regards future research avenues, new attention has been focused
on the contribution of social sciences and humanities to the energy
field with dedicated research fundings and growing expectations. We
endorse this trend to promote an integrated view of the technological
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and social dimensions of energy demand, and its temporal pattern, as
also advocated in the literature [7,94] with a new research agenda.

Integrating the views offered from these disciplines can effectively
contribute to understand (Research Question 3):

• what energy is for and in doing so questioning the
non-negotiability of comfort standards (e.g. upon variable prac-
tices)

• how measures aimed at shifting the temporal pattern of energy
demand may result in producing new fixities caused by specific
dimensions and acting at multiple scales

• how energy consumption may backfire upon the adoption of more
efficient appliance due to changing practices/comfort standards
and/or the addition of new functionalities (complexification of
social meanings)

• how the introduction of new technologies may affect activities
and the entailed energy demand and result in an energy consump-
tion level and temporal profile different from that expected

• the overall effect of societal complexification on societal energy
consumption

• how DSM and DSR should be implemented by taking into account
how demand temporality emerges from rhythm, synchronisation
and sequences of users’ practices

Each perspective, individually, has limitations and failings that the
ther can expose and inform. In this contribution, we do not just
dvocate a sociotechnical or socio-technical perspective but rather the
evelopment of a structured dialogue between technical and socio(-
technical perspectives to help each discipline become more informed
n the impact of its epistemic positioning. New forms of collaboration
etween energy system modellers on the one hand and social-theory
ractitioners on the other can be fostered towards this end. The quan-
itative assessments of DSR and DSM models can be further scrutinised
hrough different framings such that a more encompassing under-
tanding of the phenomena at play can result from iterative rounds
f (socio-)technical modelling and social practice theory practitioners
oint assessments.
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